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The Victory Bell Rings!

White Mules end two year drought in thrilling f ashion
by Lawrence Rocca
"The streak is over! The streak
is over!" That was the call from
the Seaverns Field public address announcer as the final
seconds ticked off the clock in
Colby's thrilling 34-33 football
victory over the Tufts Jumbos
last Saturday. The 972 fans who
braved the snow and 28Q degree temperature cheered
wholeheartedly as victory was
a reality f or the fir st time in
fifteen games, a streak that
spanned three seasons. Not
since October 6, 1986, when the
Mules defeated the University
of Lowell 7-6, had a Colby
Football team reason to celebrate, but that certainl y
changed last Saturday as they
raised their record to 1-2.
Whether or not one was a
Colby fan, the game was truly

exciting. From beginning to
end, Colby and Tufts(l-l-l)
performed like heavy weights
fi ghting f or the world championship.
When the 1st quarter ended,
the two teams were still feeling
each other out and the score
stood 10-7in Tufts'favor. Then
the bi g blows began. To begin
the 2nd quarter,the Muleswere
stopped on a fourth and 2 a t the
Tufts 15and Splayslater,Tuft s'
junior quarterback Matt
Guanci,the leader of the mighty
Jumbo wishboneattack,scored
the first of his two touchdowns
on a 2 yard run.
The ensuing kickoff brought
the crowd to ifs feet and to a
state of near insanity. Junior
flanker Joe Vecchi scooped up
continued on page 3

J unior Tailback Brian Cooley was an integral member of the victorious Mule attack
last Saturd ay, gaining 67 of their 254 yards rushing.
p hoto by Robyn Glastr

Booze Safe , For Now
by Janet Boudreau

Last night, the Student
Association 's Board of
Governors, in their first
meeting this year, clarified
the fate of hard alcohol in a
unanimous vote to support the
College Student Affairs
Committee's decision not to
ban hard liquor and their
motion Jo "embark on an
educational approach" ,
while adding to the
provisions for
par ty
registration.
In a lengthy meeting last
Wednesday night, October 5,
the , S t u d e n t
Affairs
Committee debated the
alcohol issue for almost three
hours and arrived at what
committee members cite as
the first step on the path to
dealing with this "big issue".
Based on informational
accounts from Dr. Bennett,
Dean of Residential Life
Joyce McPhetres Maisel ,

Hallstaff members, Better
Alcohol Responsibility
(B.A .R.), and an open
exchange of ideas, the
Student Affairs motion
recommends engaging in an
educational
awareness
campaign through B.A.R. and
requiring party hosts to post
listings of the ingredients
found in punch mixes.
"We made a step that
should help," said Student
Affairs Committee Chair
Professor David Firmage,
"but the issue will continue to
be discussed."
According to Firmage, the
banning of liquor remains a
possible option, but no one on
the committee advocated it.
President of Student
Activities Marc Enger said,
"[Liquor] is out there in the
real world, [to ban it] creates
a delusion about hard
alcohol ." Enger added, "Our
concern is the naive Colby
student. Our fear is the
serious alcohol-related
injury."

INSIDE

"I feel its the right step,"
said senior Committee
member Sue Serine, but
acknowledged that "issues
still need to be addressed."
Tracy Roy, a Junior on the
Student Affairs Committee,
echoed Serino's qualification
saying, "the real important
thing is this is not the last
you'll see of this issue."
The alcohol issue was first
discussed last year at the
February 29 meeting of the
Student Affairs Committee.
Subsequently, ten -NESCAC
schools were surveyed on
their hard liquor provisions
at college parties. Seven of
them do not have special
provisions regarding the
service of hard liquor.
Amherst follows a ''no
parties with hard liquor "
policy, Trinity stipulates
that hard liquor drinks can
only be "purchased at a cash
bar on a drink by drink
basis", while
whil e Wesleyan
Weslevan
basis
requires that punch recipes be
posted at the parties.

Protestors Back
In Class
by Chip Gavin
This
morning,
43
Waterville High School
students returned to classes
after serving a two day
suspension for walking out of
school last Friday, October 7,
in protest of a new tardiness
policy.
The new policy mandates
an hour detention each time a
students is tardy to class. The
old policy, enacted by the
student government two years
ago, allowed students to be
late for a class 32 times over
the four quarters with no
penalty.
However , if a
student was late 33 times,
s/he failed the class. WHS
allows five minutes for
passing between classes*
About 20 students decided
not to walk-out when
administrators met them at
the exits and warned that
walking out would result in
suspension. Instead , they
held a short sit-in protest

that was quickly disbanded
by faculty, according to
student sources.
"People were mad and
people wanted to get together
to say something about it,"
said WHS Junior Chris
Hogendorn, one of the sit-in
participating.
Faculty advisor to the
student government, Assistant
Principal Eric Haley, was
unable to attend the groups
only meeting between the
enactment of the policy and
the day of the walkout, so
the student government could
take no action.
Haley and Greg Frame,
president of the student
government, agreed that the
policy probabl y will not be
relaxed . "I doubt it." said
Frame.
Reports that the walk-out
was also protesting WHS
smoking regulations were
refuted* by all those the
ECHO talked with. ^

» •The Real World
» The Rewinders Rock
• Discrimination Challenged
• . Find out more about this controversial
Last Friday night this band graced Read what Brian Murph y has
the
Heights Community Room
issue by reading what President Cotter,
tri say about life after commencewith their live music. Story on
ment on page 4.
Jane Moss, and Professor Kuctcr have
page 7.
to say. Story on page 8,
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Cone Speaks On "The Political Meaning Of
Malcolm X's Nightmare "

Dr. J ames Cone speaking in Roberts las t Monday night
Photo by Hillary Robbins

by Catherine Breen
It was Thomas Jefferson's fervent hope that an American
meritocracy would be built
upon the foundation of a widely
and well-educated citizenry, "
begins the US News and World
Report' s article enti tled
"America's Best Colleges"
{October 10,1988). "Yet Jefferson never envisaged a citizenry
so varied nor the opportunities
for formal education so widespread." Undoubtedl y, if Jef-

nightmare"contrast as the'lrest
description between Martin
Luther King's and Malcolm X's
Views on America." He cited
their differing ideologies as
indicative of "a great difference
in racial and social location to
whom they primarily spoke."
Cone stated that King spoke
"naively and seriously" on
racism in America while Malcolm spoke from a sometimes
bitter, yet objective vantage
point. Malcolm spoke about ,
as Cones stated,"a black ghetto
where people lived day and
night with rats and cockroaches
...(they) tried to drown themselves wi th alcohol...in order to
forget where and what they
werei..locked in a cycle of endless poverty." Malcolm did not
speak of a Utopian "dream"
because,as Cone stated, "he
wanted to give them hope, not
false dreams."
Cone also emphasized
Malcolm's teachings of "self-

matter, student are relying
more and more on surveys,
such as the aforementioned, to
narrow down their college list.
In this survey, Colby was
ranked as number twenty two
in the National Liberal Arts
Colleges category, right between long-time rival, Bates
College, and Washington and
Lee in Virginia.Rankings were
based on selectivity, faculty
quality, resources, and retention. Thomas Kopp, Colby 's

Associate Dean of Admissions, Admissions Counselors, that
spoke to the Echo staff on reac- these surveys cannot possibly
tions to the survey. Kopp said reflect a totally accurate dethat the reaction in the Admis- scription of the school because
sions office was generally opti- there are so many factors to be
mistic and that Colby was taken into account. Elaborat"proud to have been included ing on this point, the dean
in the listings." However, he explained that just because a
noted/along with several oth- school enjoys a superior acaers at the recent conference of demic ranking or good retenNational Association of College
con tinued on page 13

Colby Ranked 22nd
would be overwhelmed at the
extensive array of universities
and comprehensive and liberal
arts colleges. Due to the abundance of institutions of higher
education in the U.S.,combined
with a rapid increase in the
number of Americans attending or planning to attend college, high school students are
faced with the tediou s task of
choosing a college that is best
suited for their individual
needs. In order to help gain a

Spa to Increase Quantity, Quality
by Deb Fuller
The increased pricesin the Spa
have triggered complaints
among students, and the rumors of decreasing prices are,
accordi ng to Manager of th e
Spa,Jennifer Clune, not exactly
correct. She said that the Spa is
no t plann i ng on decreasi ng
pri ces, but instead increasing
the quanti ty and quali ty of their
food and service.
The full plan includes higher
qua li ty food items, which
means straying f rom fr ied foo ds
and a lot of the pre-made convenience foods that are common now,properpor ti ons,and
more frequent and varied specials. Rather than charging
$1.50 for a frozen Lender's
bagel, Clune is plann ing on
hav i ng the Dana bakery ma ke
home-made bagels, "tlie kind
you would f ind i n New York

City", and have butter and
creme cheese available. The
bagels would be larger,fresher,
and worth the price.
Every day there are specials
on the blackboard and coupons
on th e register which a*e available to students. Clune said that
a lot of coupons have gone out,
and sheishoping that they will
be comi ng back soon to be
redeemed. A regular special is
that the Spa honors any other
company's coupons,"even t he
Domino's coupons" are valid
Jennifer said. Any coupon
slippedunder your door,foun d
in the Echo or any other newspaper, or picked up at a store,
will be honored at the Spa. .
The Spa is also trying to appea l to health conscious people
by introducing a couple of new
items a week. So far, the new
it ems inc lude tossed salads,

love and dignity. He added
that, "Malcolm understood the
problem of black self-hate...he
once defined self-hate as 'the
worst enemy of , human dignity,'" and consequently built
his teachings on a foundation
of "self-love, dignity,and black
unity." Dr. Cone's thesis was
that of the antithetical views of
King's illusionary "dream,"
and Malcolm's realistic "nightmare." Malcolm X's ultimate
goal, as Cone stated, "was to
tell the truth". Malcolm is
quoted as saying "I'm gonna
tell it to you if it costs me my
life." He activel y lived that
philosophy until his assassina*
tion in 1965.
After Dr Cones charismatic speech, an open forum of
questions adressed such issues
as the ongoing fight against
racism in modern college cur*
riculum. Dr. Cones received a

by Tracey Hardman
Dr. James Cone spoke to a
crowded Roberts Room Monday night, challenging the
audience to his topic "The Political Meaning of Malcolm X's
Ni ghtmare." Cone, who has
published eight books in seven
languages and previously lectured internationally, spoke on
the dichotomy between "Martin Luther's dream and. Malcolm X'snightmare." He stated
that "Malcolm spoke a truth he
had lived...the truth of experience,not the truth learned in a
'white university'. MalcolmX's
quick temper was often criticized and his judgement hailed
as "harsh", but as Cone stated,
"we must understand what
pained him and hurt him...he
could not sit by while innocent
little girls in black ghettos were
murdered;He could not sit back
and apathetically view the hell
of black ghettos.
Cone defined "the dreamand

fruit salads with seven different fresh fruits, and turkey
croissant sandwiches. Clune is
also considering having a diff erent special every day with
the calorie count displayed.
Clune hopes tha t this new plan
will satisf y th e customers an d
"bri ng up busi ness t o a l evel
thatwecan handle." She would
like to see the customers "enj oy
what they are getting and recei ve proper service." Th e Spa
ismean t to be an en terta i nmen t
center,open at all ti mes for any
sort of event such as an open
mike n ight, a talent show, or a
comedy show. Clune would
like the Spa to be the campus
"gathering spot". Foremost,
Clune and the en ti re Spa sta f f
"welcome id eas, commen t s,
and suggetions" which will
help make Joseph's Spa the
place you would like it to be.

continued on pa ge 11

Off The Hill
Amherst

Amherst was rated second to Swarthmore in the U.S. News arid
World Report's annual listing of the best colleges in the U.S. Also
in second place was 1979 Amherst graduate,Bob Billingham, who
won an Olympic silver medal in yachting.
Condom machines hare been installed in the Student Campus
Center.

Bates

Presidential candidate Michael Dukakis spoke at Bates on Saturday, and alth ough George Bush i s no t sch edu led to speak he may
even tually, according to Bates. Bates was able to show off on
parent's weekend when the football team beat Middlebury.

Boston University

Boston Un i versity's new alcohol policy, wh ich li m i ts the amount
of alcohol one student can bring on to the university is still being
enforced , but the "overnight guest" rules have hot yet been
implemented. Tlie Task Force Committee is meeting this week to
make f inal decisi ons, bu t according to" the Dean's office the
"overnight guest" rules will probably not be enforced until next
fall,

Dukakis Speaks At Bates

by Kaari Busick

Democratic Presidential candidate Michael Dukakis spoke
last Saturday, October 8, in
Merril Gymnasium at Bates
College in Lewiston, Maine.
Included on the agenda were
United States Senator George
Mitchell, Congressman Joe
Brennan, Former Secretary of
State Ed Muskie, and Dukakis'
mother, Euterpe. Dukakis'
speech covered various topics,

Victory Bell

continued from page 1
a bobbled kick and returned it
81 yards for a score, breaking a
couple tacklesand doinga nifty
tightwire routine on the right
sideline in the process.The extra
point attempt was wide and
after a missed field goal by
Colby the half time score stood
20 -13 in favor of Tufts.
Near the start of the 2nd half,
punter Chip Kispert pinned
Tufts on their own 2 yard line.
After a two yard gain on 1st
down,Guanci ran the option, a
play that Colby had trouble
stopping all game,and this play
was no exception. Guanci
tucked the ball under his arm
and raced around left end for
96 yards and a 27-13 Tufts lead.
If ever there was a moment for
fans to think that Colby would
lose again, this was it. By the
admission of senior co-captain
Andy Ayers, in situations like
this one, the Mules "used to lay
over and die." Not this time.
LastFriday, the team met with
sports psychologist Dr. Alan
Goldberg and, although it
would be foolish to credit Goldberg for the win, Ayers and
other players did admit that
whatGoldberg said to the team
made an impression.
A yers felt that it re-emphasized the importance of focusi ngon "one play at a time"' and
commented that near the end
of the game "people were talking about it [Golberg's comments] on the sidelines." Vecchi also felt that Golberg's talk
was good because it "ma de
people realize it's a mind
game." Sophomore tailback
Eric Aulenback, who scored the
tying touchdown on a 2 yard
run at the beginning of the
fourth quar t er,agreed :"Hetold
us to play every play like it was
our last and to take them one at
a time. Usually we'd have
folded but wc focused on the
present."
Hea d Coach Tom Aust in also
commented on Goldberg, saying that the talk he gave "was
certainl y benef ici a l because it
made the kids feel good about
themselves and cachothcr."But
Aus t in was qu ick to poi nt ou t
that the "players won the
game." Senior co-captain Dan
Valeri mirrored that view add-

including crime, health care,
and Republican Vice Presidential candidate Dan Quayle.
Dukakis called Bush's fight
against crime "pathetic" and
told how his father and brother
have been victims* of crime.
According to Jennifer Joseph , a
Colby student who is working
full time for the Democratic
Unity '88 Campaign, the intent
behind this was to show that
"Bushshouldn'tbetellingMike
Dukakisaboutcrime—Dukakis

has first-hand-experience with
it."But,Dukakis said, "We will
never exploit criminal tragedy
for cynical political purpose."
When speaking about health
care, Dukakis stated that there
are presently "thirty-seven
million people in the United
States without health insurance" and asked what Bush
meant by saying he would hel p
the unemployed buy into
Medicaid. "What does that

ing that if Goldberg "helped a
few,he helped the entire team."
Whether Goldberg was the
trick or not is really not clear
and to both players and fans
alike, not important.
After stalling on the Tufts 18,
Colby had to relinquish the ball
but quickly forced the Jumbos
to punt. That is when the Colby
offen sive line and the opportunistic White Mule defense
began to take turns changing
the course of the game.
Playing what left guard Valeri
described as "smash mouth
football," the White Mule offensive line completely manhandled the Jumbos front five
and took 8 plays to move 83
yards, the score coming on
sophomore Jon Bartlett's 41
yard run straight up the gut.
Then it was the defense's turn.
Tufts received the kickoff and
on their first play fumbled as
Colby recovered. This time, it
took the Mules 12 plays to travel
55 yards with Aulenback's 2
yard dive getting the points.
Deadlocked at 27-27, Colby
kicked off to Tufts. With a 1st
and 10 at their own 31, Tufts
fumbled again and this time
sophomore safety ChrisBrown
jumped on it. 12 plays and'41
yard s later, ju nior quarterback
Chris White had scored his
second touchdown on a 5 yard
run and Colby led 34-27 (the
drive was kept alive when
Colby recovered two of their
own fumbles).
When the Jumbo's drove
down and scored to make it 3433 with 1:42 remaining in the
game, Tufts head coach Duane
Ford elected to go for the win.
Guanci quick pitched to tailback Mike LaCamera(13 carries for 141 yards) and LaCarnera wasmet by sophomore
linebacker Brian Doherty and
corncrback A yers at the 6 inch
line. Said A yers: "All I remember is hitting him and the
groun d an d th en seei ng th e goa l
linoand him on the wrong side
of it. It was the best feeling in
the world."
Indeed it must have been. For
A yers, Valeri , and other seniors as well as ju niors, it was
onl y thoir second win in 4 years.
Four year seniors have a record
of 2-25. For freshman and
sophomores i t was tho first win
of their college careers. Tom

Austin now has a 3 year record
of 2-17.
For the first time in two years
the Revere Bell, which hangs in
RobertsUnion and is traditionally rung after football wins,
was tolling. Ayers thinks that
someone will "have to move
the bell closer to the field," a
signal that he feels the Mules
may now start a new streak.
But this time, he and the rest of
the team want a winningstreak.
For the Mules to start a winning streak, they must beat
Wesleyan, a 28-22 loser to Tufts
in their season opener, this
Saturday(pregame starts at 1:00
on WMHB 90.5 FM) in New
London, Ct. It is a task that
many of the Mules are relishing. Quarterback Chris White,
who played the entire 2nd half
with a hurt knee that had to be
iced and braced, got his first
win as a starter and wants more:
"There is not a team in the
league(NTESCAC) that can beat
us except ourselves. The only
way we will lose fro m now on
is if we beat ourselves."
Most players agree with that
statement,but Joe Vecchithinks
that this week's game is a barometer for how the team will
perform the rest of the year: "If
we beat Wesleyan next week,
we should have a real good
season." Jon Bartlett mirrors
that opinion: "We have to play
well Saturday. We have to stay
up and have a good week of
practice."Valeri also agrees but
offers no prognosi s
save
for this: "We'll win if we can
sustain our confidence and pl ay
60 minutes. There is no reason
why we cannot have a 6-2 season."
Coach Austin also declined to
guess what might be in store
for the Mules this Saturday,
displaying a workmanlike attitude: "I don't predict. This
[Tufts win] closes chapters. We
will now go on to week 4."
Certainly he nor the team wan ts
to wait another 15 games for a
win. Junior starling tailback
Br i an Cooley feels there will be
no let down and that fans
should expect more wins: "It
[winning) is too good a feeling
to wan t anything else."
Going into the game, Matt
Guanci and the entire Tufts
team knew t hat th e Mules
would be tough.Citing the fact

continued on page 10

Mary Low

International Night will be this Wednesday in the Mary Low
Lounge from 7-9 p.m. and the lecture will be on England. There's
a Halloween Party in the Foss dining hall on October 28 - wear a
costume!!Novemberfest is scheduled for November 11from 9-12.
The charge is $10.00 for entrance (includes a stein). There'll be a
German dinner, a pre-party, and then Contra dancing in Foss.
Next morning at 8 a.m., go to the doghead party and enjoy the
relay races. Later on, buses will be bringing people down to
Bowdoin to see the last game of the season (buses will be parked
by Eustis). An all-campus party will be held Saturday night.

Lovej oy

Upcoming events: Every Tuesday will be Faculty night m the
dining halls. Novemberfest- Due to October'spacked social schedule, Octoberfest will be held in November this year, thus we've
planned an all new "Novemberfest." On the first of November
your guide to Novemberfest will be mailed to you.
If you're interested in serving on any Lovejoy Commons Council
such as: Food, Social, Cultural, Room Draw, Scheduling or
Administrative, contact Katherine Roth.

Johnson

Social Stuff
Screw Your Roommate - Saturday, November 5 in Johnson
Commons Dining Hall, $4 per couple or $3 per person.
Golf Party in East Quad - Saturday, November 12,8-10 PM
""¦"Contest - Design a Golf Party T-Shirt and win a free T-Shirt
and $20 Entries to Johnson Commons Governors or Mike White
(Piper 224) by October 27**
Johnson Commons D inner - Thursday, November 10,5-7 PM
in Student Center. Live comedians following dinner!
Cultural Events
Look for Johnson Commons sponsored 'Fireside Chats' on the
first, third, and fifth Wednesdays of each month with faculty and
special guests.
Beginning soon - Weekly faculty nights in Johnson Commons
Dining Hall. Get to know some of the faculty members associated
with Johnson Commons.
For your enjoyment - The new Johnson Commons sound system will provide music at dinner several times a week.
**Any ideas for new social or cultura l events? Problems? Gripes?
See your Governor
•

Chaplin

Chaplin Commons is sponsonng the Blue Light II party which
will be held October 21 at the Student Center. Also at-the Student
Center, "The Boys" will be performing for everyone on November
19. For Chaplin Commons members, a "Screw Your Roommate"
is scheduled for November 4 in Roberts Union. Starting Tuesday,
October 25, Chaplin Commons Dining Hall will be host to the
Commons' faculty residentsand associates, as they will join us for
dinner on one Tuesday each month (TBA), The faculty ha ve
shown a strong interest in interacting with Colby students in a
more social setting and encourage students to join them at the
table. Also, because of Unpopularity in the past , Chaplin Commons pl ans t o sponsor th e Ha ll oween St ory Telling in the Chapel .
In order to promote Commons unity, we will be creating and
selling T-shirts to Chaplin Commons members at as low cost as
possible.
that Colby had played well In "Throw away all the fumbles,
"6of the 8 quarters during their our big run, and Vecchi's big
first 2 games," and adding that return. It came down to one
"Colby was dy ing for a win " play and we could nof score.
Guanci appeared nervous. ' Colby played a great game. Tlie
Fortuna t ely for Colby fans, fumbles they got were not
Guanci 'sbaddreams camclrue. • wishbone mistakes/ they were
Tuf ts coach Ford was a gra- from hard hits. There is actuci ous loser and gave th e Mules all y a par t of me that is thril led
complete credit for the win: for Colby."

The Aim of Oratory on Colby s Campus
by Jennifer Scott '
"The object of oratory is not
truth, but persuasion" said
Thomas Macaulay in the mideighteenthcentury. While what
he said is over two hundred
years old, Macaulay's words
still ring true. In fact,hiswords
probably hold even more relevance for us today, as we live in
a media-monopolized world
where a persuasive argument
can determine anything from
which toilet paper we buy, to
who will becomeour next president. A group of Colby students is doing its thing to make
sure that its members are prepared for a world where they
will be judged many times on
their speaking abilities alone.
The Colby Debate Team and
the Colby Speech Council are
both j ust starting off this year
with clean slates. The Speech
Council was born at Colby just
this year, and the Debate Team
starts out fresh this fall after not
having been in existence at

Colby since the late seventies.
Much of the backing behind
these two groups has come
from President Cotter, who
encouraged their inception in
an effort to, as the faculty advisor to the two clubs Professor
David Mills put it, "Promote
speech across the curriculum."
The aim of the Speech Council is to aid any student who
wishes to become more proficient in his or her speaking
skills. This ranges from becoming more comfortable with
classroom discussion to helping people who would like to
work on their speaking voices
for possible television work.
Mills, who has worked extensively in t.v. and movie voice
work, sees this as an important
aspect of a college education
which Colby cannot afford to
overlook. He notes that schools
like Dartmouth, which has
seven pro fessors teaching
speech classes, and Bowdoin,
where speech is a required
course for graduation, have

started the trend towards preparing college students towards capable, and hopefull y
eloquent, speaking abilities.
The Speech Council is headed
up by President Alex Zakharov, Vice-President Jason
Nixon,Secretary Erika Dresser,
and Treasurer Wend y Dauphinais.
The Debate Team starts off
this year with the national topic
of debate being, "Should the
U.S. change its policy towards
the African nations?" This
question will be debated at a
series of meets with other college debate teams. Mills is not
altogether enthu siastic about
this topic for debate. Not that
it's an unimportant topic, but
Mills feels that, "there are a lot
of pressing issues in this election year thatneed somethreshing out."
Not only will Colby be competing in these meetswith other
colleges, but they will also be
debating among themselves
continued on page 5

Fantasy Club Enables Students To Explore Other Worlds
by Daniel Price Bar-Zeev
If the names of authors Ursula
K. LeGuin, Frank Herbert, or
Piers Anthony mean anything
to you, or if you've enjoyed
exploring the Middle Earth in
J.R.R.Tolkein's Lor d oft he Rings
trilogy, then Colby has a club
for you. Istari, named after a
group of good wizards who
appearedin the LordoftheRings,
is a club formed for Colby's
fantasy literature enthusiasts.
According to thecurrentpresident of Istari, junior Carole
DuLong,the group was formed
two years ago as a result of a

Jan Plan on Tolkein. The course
was, and still is, taught by
Marilyn Pakkia, a reference
librarian in Miller Library as
well as the faculty advisor to
Istari.
"It started out as just meetings, it wasn't an official club,"
stated DuLong. Somewhere
along theline,Istari gained club
status from Student Activities
and official leaders wereelected
as a result.
The group meets for a tray
dinner every Wednesday in the
Smith Room on thesecond floor

of Roberts from 5:00 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. "The conversation is
flexible," stated Pukkila, "we
usually talk about our favorite
fantasy books,but we can start
into a discussion about science
fiction,TV, movies,anything."
Along with the weekly discussions, movies are shown in the
Foss lounge once a month.
"On the second Monday of
the month, we'll play two
movies which the group votes
on, but you don't have to be a
member in order to see them,"
DuLong stated. Last year, one

of the events that the group
enjoyed was a film festival
which comprised the Star Wars
trilogy, shown back-to-back.
Other events can be scheduled
based on group vote. At the
end of last semester, Istari held
a murder party in which each
member assumed a role and
got into costume. The murder
party, a well as other exciting
events are being considered for
this year.
Currently, Istari has a membership of about ten people,and
they hope to welcome more

interested members into the
group as the year progresses.
Istari members believe that
there must be many more fantasy lovers on campus,whether
it's fantasy, science fiction, or
surreal storylines in general.
Pukkila had this to say about
the fantasy literature genre in
gener al, "People who like fantasy works see them as childlike rather than childish.I quote
author Ursula K. Leguin who
said, 'We are all born "with
imagina tion; if we don't use it,
we abuse it.'"

Seniors Contemplate Life After Colby
by Brian Murphy
If you're a seniora t Colby r ig ht
now, things must be getting
pretty hectic for you. Not only
is the academic load piling up
but its time to start preparing
for that dreaded J- word, JOB!
While some seniors are willing
to extend their aca demic careers
a few more years at graduate
schools across the na ti on, many
more are beg inning a jour ney
on thatod ysseyof uncertainty,
the job hunt.
The f irst step on t hat hun t
begins with th e development
of the resume. Putting a summary of your ent ire li f e onto

one sheet of pa pe r can be a

hair-pulling experience. "How
doesthislook?" "Should I leave
in that summer job as counselor at Camp Chipmunk?"
"How abou t tha t leadersh ip
award I won at Junior Achievement?" These are just some of
the questions seniors ask themselves as they t ype away at a
MacResurne workshop. Although the people at Career
Services are more than cooperative in hel ping prepare resumes, many seniors are often left
muttering, " I' m so confused".
The bi gges t enemy of seniors ,
however, seems to be the lack
of time available to do everything that needs to be done.
Senior Alan Adler revealed, "

It's hard to find time to do
everything. I always have
something to think about. If it's
not schoolwork then its revising my resume, prepar ing to
take the LSAT's,orlookinginto
companies I might want to
interview with. I find that I
have much less free time than
in my previous years at Colby."
Susan Serino commented further , " I find that senior year
has been my busiest by far.
Besides finishing off the requirements for my major, trying
to figure out what I want to do
when I graduate has taken up
much of my time." Finding the
answer to theeternal quest ion,"
c6nHirued pn page 5

The Days When Colby Students Brayed Like Asses
by Jennifer Scott
The bluelight,the white mule,
Mayflower Hill; all are things
that we thinkof when someone
says the word "Colby." We all
come here to get an education,
to meet people, to have a good
time. But when Colby was just
starting out, its illustrious first
president, Jeremiah Chaplin,
had different ideas on what
Colby should be about. In the
History of Colby, it is stated
that Champlin started the college with the idea that "the most
important thing in life was to
live close to God, seek constantly to know His will, and
then diligently try to perform
it."How far have wecome from
the days when Colby students
worked to fufill these ideals,
and would Chaplin be spinning in his grave if he knew of
the decadence and moral degradation which now haunts
Colby's campus? Would he
curse the day he became
Colby's first president if he
attended a student center party
today and had a chance to observe the students in "rare
form? The flip side of the coin
is what kind of a stern religious
education would weberecieving if Chaplin had his way
today?
Chaplin was thought of by

Seniors
continued from page 4
What do you want to be when
you grow up?", can be a tough
business.
The scariest aspect of being a
senior is yet to come. With the
end of this month comes the
beginning of the most hair raising of ventures, the interview
process. Although many seniors would find taking Freddie
Krueger or Steven King's Carrie to a "screwyour roommat e"
more appealing than facing an
interview session, it's as inevitable as death and taxes. The
key to a good interview, or so

Ora tor y
continued from page 4
throughout the year on a variety of topics to be decided. The
team also extends an invitation
to any group on campus which
wishes to see a particular issue
aired in a public debate. "The
purpose of hav ing a deba te
team is to help students to be
able to pu t together logical,
organ ized , persuasive argumen t s," stated Mills. These
argu ments can include just
abou t any topic a stu dent may
wish to debate.
The debate team follows the
par li amentary procedure

others in his day as "Jeremiah
the Prophet." He was a stern
Calvinist and one of the most
learned theologins of his time.
He was a spirited preacher
when it came to sermons for
the students of Colby. It was
felt by men of his time that he
did a lot for the college. He had
come to Waterville because of
what he felt was "God's will,"
and had managedto establisha
reputable, religious institution
on the banks of the mighty
Kennebec river. Everthing
seemed to be going well in the
early 19th century for Colby
College. But unexpectedly,
inl833, scandal rocked Colby
as a storm of fire and brimstone
rained down apon the campus.
On July 4th, 1833, a group of
studentsgot together to protest
slavery. They felt that Independence Day would be an
opportune time to rally together
to supportthe oppressed blacks
and to demonstrate their feelings of outrage. As they gathered together to chant and sing,
they became quite boisterous.
So loud were the demonstrators that they could be heard by
President Chaplin clear across
campus. Not knowing what
was going on, Chaplin became
infuriated, thinking that the
students were celebrating this
holy day of independence by

getting drunk.
The next day, in his sermon,
Chaplin delivered the speech
that would mark the beginning
of the end for him in terms of
his college president days. Before a rivited and soon enraged
student body Chaplin admonished, "We should resort in no
amusements, partake of no
entertainments, and engage in
no exercises which have a tendency to unfit the minds for its
holy intercourse with God."
Chaplin went on . to become
even more forceful in his
speech,saying that the students
must have "tastes so low and
boorish thatyou can be pleased
with noises which resemblethe
yells of a savage or the braying
of an ass."
An incensed student body
stood up en masseand marched
single file out of the chapel
before Chaplincould go on any
further. Later 4hey demanded
that he retract his words and
give them a formal apology for
his ignorant attack on the
demonstrators. Chaplin agreed
and the next week delivered a
sermon even more harsh than
the first. The student body was
in an uproar and began to call
for Chaplin's head on a platter.
They wanted him run out of
town on a rail.
So Chaplin, who had put his

I've been told, is to have a firm If snot thatlhaven tbeentrying
handshake, look straight into but I guess the gujrs are going
the interviewer's eyes, and out with the younger girls now.
aboveall, Be Confident! Seems So in that sense senior year has
easy enough, right? I guess been tough." Michael Venezia
seniors will find out soon said of his senior year," Beenough.
tween the incredible nightlife
painted
seemingly
While I've
at Colby and the great shows
a grim picture of what ifs like on cable,I'm finding it difficul t
to be senior, it's notall thatbad. to keep up my 3.89 G.P.A. "
Some seniors have even manSome seniors are already sure
aged to maintain a sense of of the direction they're headed
h umor through it all. When in after Colby. Dave Loser
asked to comment on her sen- revealed, " 1was so moved by
ior year, Carolyn Keshian un- the space shuttle Discovery's
¦
veiled, '' Ifs not t he job search take-off that I may pursue a
or my academics that's getting career as an astronaut or at the
me down. My main problem is very least an astro-physicist.
that I'm not getting any guys. I'm confident that as an Ameri-

whereby the speakershave four
speechesof eightminutes,starting with the affirmative side,
followed by four speeches of
f our minu t es, started by the
negative side. After both sides
have aired their views, the
audience has a chance to raise
any questions they might have.
President of the Debate
Team, senior Jeff Hall, believes
that the questions and views of
the audience may be one of the
most important aspects of t he
debate. "If ypu can take heckling and turn it into your favor,
that can really be good for you r
argument/' stated Hall. Other
officers of the^Pjebate Team
include Associate Coordinator

Christine Halvorson,Secretary
Rich McCann, and Treasurer
Chris Forman.
The Debate Team's first
public debate was on October
12, where they discussed the
issue of whether or not Oliver
North should be the next president of the United States. The
team will be attending the 28th
annual Harvard Inter-Collegi a t e Deb a t e Tournamen t
November 5-7. Hall feels that
t he meet a t Harvard "will be
more of a learning experience
than anything else. We're no t
going th ere expecti ng t o win
first pl ace, but we really just
want to learn how th ese things
operate."

life and dreams into building
up Colby College, was forced
to bitterly resign as its first
president. He left the college a
broken and disillusioned man,
and Colby boldly moved beyond the stern religious guide-

can Studies/ English double
major I am adequately prepared for thist career." Quinn
Moyer on the other hand is
hoping that he can meet the
challenges of medical school.
Moyer commented, " Applying to medical school has been
a grueling process. If I can just
get my G.P.A. up a little bit I'm

lines that Chaplin had set up.
And here we are in the eighties;
there have been many an exciting and tumultuous time since
the days when Colby students
"brayed like asses" to obtain
minority rights.

sure I can get into Harvard."
Ifs good to see that seniors
can still laugh when asked
about what the future holds for
them. Senior year can often be
a time of confusion and uncertainty. A smile or a laugh can
go along way to making this
important year an enjoyable
one as well.

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVER SITY
JOHN F.KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.
Come Learn About Harvard 's Two-Year Master 's
Pr ogram in Public Policy, Leading to either
th e Master in Pu bl ic Pol icy or
City and Regional Planning Degree.
JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS
MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
DATE:
OCTOBER 25
TIME:
7:00-8:30 PM GROUP SESSION
PLACE:% PLEASE CONTACTYOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR THI S INFORMATI ON

All Students, All Majors, All YearsWelcome!
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Rewinders Rock The Heights
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by Drew Simmons
Last Friday night,a lucky three
hundred Colbyites swayed to
the melodious tunes of the
Orono-based Rewinders. Previously, the five member band
had booked appearances in
Orono, Marblehead, the Ponderosa, and a nearby High
Street basement in Waterville,
but a Colby campus appearance had never materialized.
Scrambling organizers managed to sell tickets, push the
necessary paperwork through
security and the deans office,
purchase 127 liters of alternative beverage and 15pounds of
munchies to compliment several kegs- barely finishing the
essentialsbefore the9pm opening.
The Rewinders filled two sets
easily from their eighty song
repertoire of Eric Clapton, Dire
Straits, the Grateful Dead, and
many other classic rockers.
Rodney Sturdee on vocals and
guitar, Guy Ford on guitar and
vocals, sibling Jeff Ford on the
drums, Pete Tollin on guitar,
and Steve Roper on the bass
makeup the tight group. Origi-

Greed On Wall Street
by Geoff Zentz
The power of greed is easily
underestimated.
Academy
Award-winningdirectorOliver
Stone gives us a lucid portrayal
of one o f the most corrupt institutions in our society in his
movie, Wall Street. The arena
of stockbrokers is a jun gle of
money and scandal. "If you 're
not inside , you're outside", the
experienced, multi-millionaire
player ,Gordon Gecko (Michael
Douglas) advises his young,
puppet broker, Bud Fox (Charlie Sheen). Gecko's st a temen t
d epicts
storyline
th e
of the entire movie. The only
possible vehicle of advancemen t in the Wall Street game is
through insider trading. It
occurs on all levels, everyday.
Bud Fox is the vulnerable,
un seasoned stockbroke r looking for a big break. "He realizes
that his fortune lies with Gecko.
However,Foxisinitially oblivious to the immoral and degenerate aspects necessary to atta in his goal. Awed by the
money and lifesty le, Fox is

swept into Gecko's circus
where he remains a pawn. Fox
is willing to cheat the system
regularity to get the big money
at the end of the week. Along
with the money he awards
himself with a lush apartment,
fancy clothes, status, and a
beautiful girlfriend (Darry l
Hannah). Hannah,an interior
decora t or, is a lady infatuated
w ith money as much as any of
the Wall Street players. Fox is
influen ced as much by h er
greed as he is by his own.
Bu d Fox's father, a blue-collar,honest man (Martin Sheen),
realizes the game his son is
trapped in. However, Bud
refuses to let his father ruin the
ride he is presently enjoy ing.
Only wallowing in his later
hum il i at ion , does Fox realize
how right is father had been.
Fox becomes add icted to th e
t hought of money. His mind
says more- his conscience is
non-functional . Whatever it
takes, another deal, ru i n i ng
anybody in his path, success,
competition, money. The end
comes when Fox realizes that
Gecko is prepared to liquidate

his father's airline and build
condominiums. Gecko moves
solely for profit. Tlie fantasy
dissolves in Fox's mind. Snapping out of his trance,he begins
to orchestrate Gecko's defeat.
He succeeds, but . finds himself
facing insider trading charges.
Bud Fox's dream has been
shattered by his own ambi tion.
Wall Street is a cohesive effort
to reveal a part of our society inconceivable to many. The
consuming greed for wealth
t ransforms people into monsters w ith ou t any concep t of
reality.
Ivan Boesky is a
per fect examp le, and his story
was indeed a part of this film.
As di sturbi ng as Boesky, however, is Donald Trump. He is
the epitome of the "fas t t rack "
lifestyle. As Bud fox says to
Gecko and we may ask those in
Trump-like circles, when is it
enough, "... how many yachts
can you water ski behind."
Wall Street reveals th e pa i nful
inconsistencies in American
values with suberb acting, and
a screenplay as consuming as
the greed it portrays.

nally known as "the Winders",
Sturdee played with Lirtsey
Durnbaugh on keyboards and
a bass and drum duo from Bathprimarily rocking with early
English tunes of the Doors, the
Who,and the Yardbirds. Piece
by piece, the band transformed
itself into the present group.
As Durnbaugh slowly drifted
from the group, more Grateful
Dead tunes became incorporated into the song list. The
Rewinders existed as primarily a Dead band, while trying
continuously to add new material. As soon as all the members finish their collegecareers,
more time is expected to be
committed to their music.
The Rewinders,as Sturdee put
it, "have got away with more 4
am bashes than any other band
I know of." However, on last
Friday night , an extremely
punctual security force arrived
at the stroke of 12:59 am to shut
down the crowd.
The five piece band is being
wooed to play the Student Center in the first week of November, as well as an encore performance at the Ponderosa in
the spring.

75 Hours
Thursday

10:00-12:00 , 1:00-4:30 Museum of Art: A retrospective exhibition selected from the permanent collection , including the works of John Marin.
7:00-9:00 pm Mary Low Coffeehouse Music:

Brooks Williams

"Folk Renegade"

F r i d ay ,
9:30 Movie: The Outskirts of Hope- AV Room.
Miller Library
10:00-12:00, 1:00-4:30 Museum of Art: exhibi tion
including works of
John Marin.

Saturday
.a*

10:00-12:00, 1:00-4:30 Museum of Art: exhibition
including works of
John Marin.

¦

Colby Ranked "Highly
Selective," But Improvement
Still Needed
For those students, faculty, and administrators who missed
reading the article, the October 10th issue US News and World
Report ranked Colby College twenty-second of the top twentyfive small liberal arts colleges in the nation. The report based its
rankings on selectivity, faculty quality, resources, and retention.
Colby's Associate Dean of Admissions Thomas Kopp said the
Admissions Office was, "proud to have been included in the
listings," but added that surveys cannot possibly reflect a totally
accurate description of the school because there are so many
factors to be taken into account.
He attributed Colby's rising status to the college's reputation of
specific departments and faculty, good student-teacher ratio,
superior facilities, and "the personality and character of the
college." H e added, "Perhaps Colby would not have been included on that list ten years ago. We are pleased with our prog' ¦ ;.
ress."
Well you should be. In fact, all those who have passed through
Colby's doors, regardless of capacity, should be. It is something
for which we all can be proud.
But Colby's ascension into the ranks of the highly selective
causes me to do more than pat myself, and those who happen-to
surround me, on the back.
To begin with, 1 d like to th an k fate for determining the time I
applied to college,back in 1985. And I'm sure there are others who
feel the same way. For I have reservations as to whether I'd be
accepted into today's Colby if I went through the arduous application process all over.again. Once was almost too much, but I'm
glad it-happened when it did.
On a less personal note, I'd add that while Colby deserves praise,
the college should never rest on its laurels for too much remains
inadequate, and in some cases embarrassing. Aside from the need
for cleaner water, Colby suffers from homogeny, and increased
minority enrollment would be one way to make the community
more heterogeneous. Some departments don 't offer enough diverse course selections, the tenure pr ocess ou ght to be further
refined, and ideally, accusations of sexual discrimination should
never surface. These issues warrant continued attention, and as
Colby's recognition increases so does its responsibility to see
them realized^ So while I'm proud to be a member of Colby's
commun ity, I hop e I will see the d ay when such problems stand
corrected.
So con gratulations to all those who've made Colby's success
possible. Yet much remains to be accomplished: US. News and
World Report still has twenty-one slots left for Colby's ch allenge,
but let 's not d o it for them, let's do it for ourselves.
Chris Preston

Manag ing Editor
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Cotter Saddened By Coverage

I am saddened to see the
old and unsubstantiated attacks on a senior Colby faculty member reprinted in
your two papers. These allegations of sexualharrassment
were thoroughly investigated
both by a Colby campus
committee in the spring of
1985, and the Maine Human
Ri ghts Commission from
1985 to 1987. Both groups
found the charges without
merit. To repeat these uncorroborated accusations at this
late date, is in my view, hurtful and irresponsible. I can
only wonder how editors or
staff of these two papers

would feel if they had been
unjustly accused of some action, had been vindicated by
two separate tribunals,and yet
found their names and reputations besmirched once again by
sensational reporting. With
freedom of the press goes the
responsibility tobefairto those
unjustly accused and to avoid
unnecessary hurt. This should
be particularly true when the
accusations are old and have
been twice adjudicated.
Finally, both articles accuse
me of making a "hasty" decision in reviewing the findings
of the on-campus committee.
In fact, it was necessary for me

to respond to the recommendations immediately because
they involved further steps in a
search process for a faculty
position which was already
well advanced toward a conclusi on . In addition, I received
the committee report the night
before I left for a two-week trip
to Japan and needed to give my
decision to the search committee before I departed .
William R. Cotter,
President
Colby College
Editor 's note: This letter was
addressed to the Editors of the
Maine Times and the Colby Echo

Sexual Discrimination
Charge Refuted

As a member of the Modern Forei gn Languages Department who served on the
German search committee in
question, I found several
aspects of the Rosenberg article in the Maine Times of
dubious veracity. I am disappointed that you would reprint it without any investigation of your own and without any attempt at evenhandedness. Your article,like
that of the M aine Times, takes
Rosenberg's charge at face
value,as if it had been proven.
Both the college'sAffirmative

Action Committee and the
Maine Human Rights Commission investigated the sexual
harassment charge and found
it without merit. You have
besmirched a member of the
Colby faculty with total disregard for the truth and for his
reputation. I think you owe him
an apology.
As a feminist and an active
participant in the Colby
Women's Studies Program, I
am equally distressed by the
suggestion that sexual harrassment of women faculty members is common at Colby.

Undoubtedly sexual harrassment exists here as elsewhere,,
but no one should question the
fact that Colby College is an
excellent environment for
women faculty.
I hope that in the future the
Echo will be more careful and
think twice about publishing
unsubstantiated charges which
do irreparable harm to individuals.
Jane Moss
Associate Professor of
French

EDITORS' NOTE: In covering the Maine Times story, ECHO Special Edito r J anet Boudreau
cont a cted the following people before wr i ting her bri ef intr oductio n t o the Maine Times
excerpts :
Pres ident William R. Cotter; Mr. Edward Hershe y, Public Affa irs Director; Ms. PatNy han
MT staff reporter; Mr. David D. Piatt, M T Executive Editor; Professor Herbert Keuter ,
Modern Foreig n Lang uag es

Rosenberg's Tactics
Not Without Precedent

cf. Genesis 39:7-19

against the appointment. Having been a member of the Potiphar household for a number
,
Dear Mr. Pharoah
of years, I knew that Ms. PoI am . writing under great tiphar did not posses the necesperil. If Potiphar finds out sary qualifications for a posiabout this,I am doomed.But tion of such gravity in your
you have to know the truth divine court. Sensing my reserso that justice may prevail.
vations, she sought ways to
When Mrs. Potiphar came remove me. Thus she caused
up for permanent governess my imprisonment by accusing
to your children, I felt at the me of having insulted her by
time, that I had to speak up asking her to lie me. This she
Royal Dungeon, 1313 BC

did so that I would not be able
to give testimony about her
inferior ways with children.
Oh mightyLord and Pharoah,
please believe your humble
servant and deliver him from
his evil.
Sincerely,
Joseph
Hubert C. Keuter
Associate Professor (German)
* Modern Foreign languages

The opinions printed here do not necessarily represent the views of the Colby Echo or its staff.
'
The Colby Echo encourages letters from readers, especially those within the Colby community. Letters to
tho Editor should be typed, double-spaced, and no more than 300 words In.length. Letters must bo signed,
and include a phone number. Letters must either be in campus mail, addressed to The Echo by 10:00 a.m.
Monday morning, or in the Echo office by 6:00 p.m., Monday, unless special contact has been made with
tho Editor. All letters from members of the Colby community will be printed as long as they are not libelous
or obscene, and meet the above requirements. The Editor has the right to correct spelling and grammar
i
I
and /or shorten letters with the advice of the writer.

Some Thought Provoking Issues:
Spa , Hard Alcohol, Malcolm X

Candidates
Should Clean It Up
by Matt Lehman

Hello, I am Dan Quay le. I am

a good old Indiana Republican . I am most proud of my job
training bill ... job trainin g bill
... job trainin gbill. As I wa tched
las t Wednesda y night, I wonder ed when they had perfec t ed
robo ti c, because the Republicans cer t ainly seem to be running one for Vice Pres iden t of
t he Un it ed St a t es. Not t o say
Quay le performed terrible.
True , as the commenta tors said
af terwards , he was able to respond in complete sentences.
Com plet e sent ences? Are we
t alk ing abou t a fi f t h grader
giving a speech , or a man vying
for t he second most impor t an t
position in the nation. In case
you wondered why the commen t at ors asked Quayle the
same qualifica tions question
five times, it' sbecause he never
answered it. He merely repeated his programmed answers over and over. Not to
say Lloyd Bentsen performed
great , bu t he cer t ainly won.
Did anyone no ti ce t ha t the
only spice crea ted by the debate arose over a presiden t
that 's been dead for two decades. It wasn 't ''you 're no Mike
Dukakis. "
I recentl y heard someone say

that they weren 't votin g for
Dukakis,but against Bush. That
seems to be the trend in this
campaign. Have you noticed
manycom merc ial sor speeches
ou tlining why one candidate
should have your supp or t,
rat her t han why one should n't.
Ins t ead we see commerc ials of
Boston Ha r bor , or the new
Dukak is ads tha t resemble t he
"bu iltfor thehuman race " ones,
wi th fa t people sitti ng around
the table t alking abou t Bush.
Bush has gone as far as pu tti ng
on rad io commerc ials by t he
victims of Willie Horton.
Dukak is has responded by
bring ing ou t the fac t tha t Bush
recently awarded a Texas furlough program that had a similar inc iden t t o Horron 's.
Dukak is even brough t his
mother to attack Bush when he
appeared at Bates. Where will
t he nega t ivity end , and the
candida t es st ar t using their
campaigns to promo te themselves.
In a recent poll, many of t hose
asked said they preferred a
Bush / Bentsen ticket. \
Ano t her interesting facet of
elect ion '88. Recentl y Time

Magazine did a cover story on

J ames Baker and John Sasso,
the "handlers of Bush and
Dukakis. " Acandi da te having
continued on page 14

by Greg Beitchrnan
It seems as though enough
has been said concerning the
world outside our pretty little
college in my last several columns, and I have therefore
decided to focus on more local
concerns. Such as....hi gher Spa
prices, the banning of hard
alcohol at Colby "all campus"
parties, and other issues of
provincial and periodically
national fame.
Burn, the Spa I say!One dollar and fifty cent bagel-andcream cheese specials my bullocks!Why, in all sincerity, can't
Sellers admit that price raises
were fhe resultof trying to keep
students in the dining halls and
out o f the Spa.Excuses such as
"the drought did it" sound silly
and make no sensewhatsoever.
If bagels cost $1.10 for six at
Shop and Save retail, how can
one bagel with cream cheese
bought (I assume) wholesale
be a $1.50. Enough said.
As for the stoppage all campus parties with hard alcohol,
what argument can be made?
For those under 21, about 3/4
of us, I don't think much can be
debated. The fact that we privileged college students of all
ages/ in our serene surroundings, can imbibe alcohol at all
seems taken for granted when

in reality such behavior by all
remains clearly illegal. Indeed,
we should thank the administration for its extreme kindness in not resorting to much
stricter alcohol rules and regulations. Remember, like Ed
Meese and Ronald Reagan say,
the law is the law.
I wonder if those who put
table tents out concerning the
"ban of hard liquor at Colby"
have ever paid a visit to the
University of New Hampshire
a few hundred miles down the
road. Friends of mine have
received repeated fines for
drinking beer in their own
rooms. R.A.'soften call U.N.H.
security whenever they suspect
alcohol is flashing its nasty
presence in their hall. Officers
then try to catch the perpetrators in the act by looking
through windows or smelling
under doors.I have seen whole
dorms sit mesmerized at antialcohol meetings smiling at a
propaganda video, while giving nasty looks to my friends
who obviously partake in an
occasional beer or two. I swear
its true. The point is that we
should probably keep our
mouths shut and continue to
drink in as orderly a manner as
possible.
Another interesting recent

.ON ThE f if LL ...

occurrence worth thinking
about on campus was a lecture
given by Dr. James A. Cone this
past Monday night. Dr. Cone,a
professor of Systematic Theology at Union Theological Seminary, spoke about Malcom X
and his ideologies at such great
length and detail it seemed as
though Malcom might have
been speaking through him.
The shrewd and biting comments of a Malcom X twenty
years past seemed very much
alive, as Dr. Cone questioned a
multi-racial student situation
in the United States with a
basically white system of education. His (perhaps really
Malcom X's) remarks about
why racism exists in the first
place,and wh y blacksare worse
off today than they were in
Malcom's time were certainly
worth hearing.
There wasa remarkable turnout in the second floor of
Roberts Union for the lecture,
but one can only wish that more
students and faculty had been
there. Many of us think that
racism doesn't exist at Colby
and is dying in most of the
United States, but look around
you carefully, from the college
dining hall to the ghetto and I
think you'll find that such assumptions simply aren 't true.

seM Pue .

Football

Dukakis
continued from page 3

mean?" asked Dukakis. "When
you're unemployed you can't
buy into anything." Dukakis
also stated that we "need a
government that will set high
standards for itself" and that
"governmeht not only enforces
the law but obeys the law."
Dukakis said, "since Wednesday Bush has been running
from his Vice Presidential candidate and spoke of George
Bush's statement, "Watch my
Vice Presidential decision-that
will tell all." Dukakis said "It
sure does.George,you can run
from your decision but you
can't hide him."
Dukakis,whosefather,mother
and brother went to Bates,
spoke to the students about the
need to "lookbeyond your own
lives." He said "We didn't become the greatest nation on
earth by being satisfied with
the status quo. Keep challenging, move forward."
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continued from page 13
The White Mules average starting field position in the 2nd half
was their own 48 yard line.
Colby's 34 points were the most by a White Mule team since 1984
when they beat Middlebury, 37-36.
The White Mules were able to create turnovers and capitalize on
them, scoring touchdowns after both Tufts fumbles in the 2nd
half.
And last,but certainly not least, the Mule defense was able to get
tough when they had to, creating the turnovers and stopping
what would have been Tufts winning two point conversion
attempt.
The Wesleyan game this Saturday will be broadcast live on
WMHB 90.5 FM. Pregame starts at 1:00. Kickoff is at 1:30.
Quotes:
Coach Tom Austin on Chris White's 10 of 18 passing for 125
yards and 22 carries for 77 yards and 2 touchdowns, much of
which was done wi th a banged up left knee in the 2nd half: "Today
Chris White became a football player."
Joe Vecchi on the same subject: "He performed a Herculean
task."
Junior tailback Brian Cooley exhibiting obvious joy after ringing
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the Revere Bell after the game: "I think 1 cracked the bell."
Defensive Coach Scott Laughinghouse on the thrilling ending:
"It was a lot easier to be an offensive coach than a defensive coachtoday."
Senior co-captain Andy Ayers on his 2nd collegiate win: "I was
beginning to forget what it felt like to win."
Senior co-captain left guard Dan Yaleri on seeing the Colby
running game muster 254 yards:"3t is a nice reward for how hard
we(offensive line) work. It was the first time we were able to
control a defensive line for the entire game.We wanted to play
smash mouth football."
Coach Tom Austin on the thwarted Tufts conversion attempt:
"There are often crucial plays involving two good football teams.
The team that has the plaver who rises above himself is usually the
team that wins."
Tufts coach Duane Ford on his team being the one to halt the
Mule's 15game losing streak: "All I'm feeling right now is that I
was involved in a great football game."
Reactions across ca mpus were mixed. Many students had not
attended due to the weather and assorted engagements. When
informed of the outcome, most were shocked but happy. The
standard response was "Miracles do happen." On the day that
Columbia ended their 44 game losing streak, many fans could
only regret that they had "missed them both."
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Malcom X

Do you want to prepare for an international career?
Do vou want to get practical experience with an
internship abroad?
Do you want to become fluent in a foreign language?
Visit the University of South Carolina table at the MBA Forum in
Boston , 57 Park Plaza Hotel,200 Stuart Street
• Octobe r 28- 29, 1908

continued from page 2

burst of applause when he
stated "any college without
curriculum that reflects the
complexity of (the world) we
live in is teaching racism
whether they know it or not/'
He also speculated on Malcolm
X's view of the present situation in South Africa and cited
Steve Bico as the modern South
African equivalent to Malcolm
X. He
further stated
theaf'nofhing was worse to
Malcolm than a hypocrite,"and
with America's present racist
tendencies he "would never
allow America to appear 'good'
in contrast to South Africa."
The reaction of the students at the lecture was overtly
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positive but, as Jenni Underhill'89 said, "the students here
responded receptively to Dr.
Cone's ideas ,butyou cannever
tell if they will carry the lesson
with them even past the next
week. Hopefully they will."
Also, Michele Lavalle, a Bates
student who came with fifteen
of her peers stated,"it was very
moving...a lot of things were
discussed
among
ourselves...morepeople should
stop and listen to what he said
and take it to heart." President
Cotter also spoke positively
regarding the lecture stating,
"it was very stimulating, an
excellent turnout, it's a fresh
example for a lot of the
students...(hopefully) resulting
in further discussions with the
community, which is a very
healthy result of a lecture."
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Melri-sa-saWe miss you
BL- Is it really the couch that's
too small?
-T & R
Hey roomie!
Missed ya this weekend.
Couldn't go cheeto hunting
without you! But you know, "I
love it when a plan comes together." Here's to scammin!
R:
Too much makeup!!
WD, BR, and MN,
Why did you cut that gorgeous
hair of yours?!!!
TB,
There are plenty of people out
here who look at you as more
than a brother...
Kirk:
A bouncer from a bar in Portland called to thank you for
that extra "tip" you left him on
the stairs. He said that if you
ever get lucky, he hoped he
could return the favor.
The Blind Wino from Hell was
great! Let's go full circle.
L- My clothes are still on.
Melissa- we hear you and Chris
spent the night together in a
hotel room. How was he?

L-

"You can deliver my paper
anytime!"
-D
EHow about another session of
Dance Part, USA? PUMP ,UP
THE VOLUME!!!
Limpy- It's TAYLOR, the first
one
RP:
W used to look so god... L is
definitely paler. He's got that
tinge of red! But then there's
Mr. Epitome...
Kristen- so how was that trurn
pet player? The best ever...?
Aimo- the one timeyou shoulda
stuck around... Oh well,maybe
they're on a roll.
Steve:
Care to watch a rerun of Hot
Dallas Ni ghts?
-The Bud Girls
E:
P is VERY cool! But what's
wrong with J?
"I'll get the M&M's"
(Who said that?)
Melissa-Wehearyou spentthe
night in a hotel room with Chris!
R & J- Is the bed big enough for
3?
-The Third Wheel

To Mr. Byras:
We miss you dearly out here in
Stonehands,
the REAL world
You seem very nervous out
-your 2 Blondes and 1
there on the field. Relax and
Brunette from '88
don't let the little things in life
get you down.
T:
Watch it! You'd better behave
or I'll set you up with you- L.B.I just have one question— My
know-who!
car hasn't been to the top of
Runnals
Hill, has it?
NatureWoman is a VERY lucky
-}
gal...
RT,
Why do they always pick on
Iowa? This is a serioussubject...
L.B., Sean, and BradThanks for the Christmas dinner, the good times and the
tunes.

-J

Robs,
Psyched to listen to some Brilliant Tunes?.'
-Mags
SH- Thanks for listening. Do
you still have the shack prize?

Hey Nick- does the bed really
only make t hose no i ses when
you ro ll over , or is it from having company up t here mov ing
around with you.?!

Melissa and Chrisstill dodging those mopeds?
Sandy,
I need to borrow some art supplies. Do you have* any playdoh?
-B
Manute:
When are you going to make
another guest appearance in
Shakespeare?
Quote of the Week:
"It's snowing."
Layout Quote of the Week:
"I love my job."

Typ i sts' Quote of the Week:

"There has been a disk error
and there 's nothing you can do

about it." '

JCJ-

Happy Birthday! You are finally an adult— that means
they can put you in jail for it!
MN,
I miss your hair, but you'll
always be cute. Why don't you
live on campus so I can see you
more often? Twice a week isn't
enough!
Steve:
Do I really smell as good as
your carpet?
-The Brunette in Connecticut
So, Jen,is it food or sex today?
A formal proposal has been
sent to the Colby Board of
Trustees requesting varsity
status for crew. A copy of this
letter can be obtained by Forsyth Kineon, Maty Low 252
X3077.
Good luck , Woodsmen 's
Team!!! CRUSH the Canadians!!!!
FlintYou^re making a big mistake.
She'sall wrongforyou. Deliver
my paper on Sunday. See you
around.
-Aphrodite
Ness- Wakey, wakey... Bakey,
Bakey (no eggs,just thebakin ')

G.S.B.
We heard of a great bar in
Topsham. Can we buy you a
drink?

-M, S, & J

Pierson, our favorite radio
personality:
Happy Birthday October 26!

red Knight
"Hey babe, I'd like to talk to
you."In fact,I tried calling you
all weekend but no one answered!
Love ya, S. S.
Lizard Face,
Don't worry about your
brother. Get a flint and start a
fire!

Jennifer,
Are we REALLY just LEFT- T & R- The couch has got to go
OVERS to you?
-3rd roomie
-your Psych buddies
You're more than worth the
Robin
wait... be twice as late and I'll
Heard you got a cleaning job. Is be twice as glad to see you!
this going to be for every (Am I starting to sound drippy?
Monday night?
Sorry*., something with a little
more humor next week!)
J3Twenty-ninedays! Then you'll Mr. Pepin:
have a real life, a real room, Congratulationsonyourreturn
some real fun, and a much to Colby. We envy you!
smaller cig-bill!
-Mary & Friends '88
Love, Me
KirkMr. Dragmaster:
The girls from "Naughty
Has your battery gone dead yet NightieNite"can'twaitforyou
or is it rechargeable?
to come back!
-The Lounge Girls
-Pete & Larry
MeganHow many points last weekend? What's the score now?
-Your bumbling budd y
Don't you love library rendezvous?

Dave,
So, who's paying for the Echo
lunch, and does he get to
choose????
-Curious staff members

INDEED.
Hanna-Barbera:
Woka, Woka,Woka. You're the
tops!

J-

"Naked Force"... Sounds good
to me!
-M

Poopoos-Whew! It'sover. Back
to normal seepage!Poopoos too
P.S. How was Portland?
Sarah,
I like your jacket! Do well this
weekend. Make some good
cookies for mel
Bertha and HelgaHow about Ben and Jerry's icecream, coffee and cards with
Madge? Hey!! I' m no t n orma l,
but then again I'm not in High
School.
v
-Vladamir
red Knight
"Ask me what I miss? Every
littl e Kiss'/'
Love ya , S: S.
PBehave yoursel f. You 're dri ving people ba tty.
J immy- What' s f or d i nner ?
-Ness

MeganskiGet your horns up and bring
yourhard hat—let^ sRAGE this
weekend! I'll bring my map,
too.
-Your Bumbling Buddy
Bohannon, bohannon, bohannon, bohannon— who needs
the beat when your feet j ust
go?... James Brown, James
Brown...
Hey Mel... What was his name?
ERIC?
Pizza- last year it was God,The
Gift, Pink Sweaters & suave
rats. This yearit's woodsmen,
& stairmasters #1 & #2. 1 still
wors hi p God though

__ -J

Erng host,

'

Hclloooooo! Are you reall y
here or did you go to the "B i g
O" a fter all?

There ARE seagulls on Johnson
Pond!!
R- Here TODAY, gone tomorrow. We're going to need the
economy pack soon.
-T&J
FloCome dancing with me, 'cos
it's the sweetest thing.
-Chuck
Darling,
Um shit never mind, erase
that.
Thinking...
Gee Evan, better give that one
a 'Ponderosa'
-Mags at 1:50 and counting...
NextBeanie,

I k now m y shoe size, what's
yours ?

Motto:
Do you remember Jan Plan '87? . Mr. Wothefok,
l ook ing forward to seducing
I do! Write soon.
your sister.
-M in Mass,
-X-roommate
Manu te- Tell us again: What
alumni did you sleep with over Wow ! I got the very last clash omecom i ng ? How 's the si fied !! Now , what should I
write about??? Let me see....
si ngle?
-The Bags

Women 's Cross Country
P ASTERIES CROISSANTS DELI STYLE SANDWICHES

C A K E S

R atings
continued from page 2

tiori rate,it "does not mean that
it is a good match for every
student." Kopp cited also that
statisiticson which these types
of surveys are based are not
always consistent and do not
necessarily depict the quality
of a college. Furthermore,Kopp
emphasized that Colby was
pleased to be in the list and this
publicity helps account " for
"Colby's rising reputation".
Last year Colby received 3600
applications, the third highest
number in Colby's history.
"Even though there is a declining market," remarked Dean
Kopp, referring to the decreasing number of college students
today, "Colby is experiencing
an increasein applications each
year." In conclusion, he cited
the following factors as responsible for Colby 's rise in popularity: Reputatiqn of specific
departments and faculty,good
teacher/student ratio, superior
facilities, and "the personality
and character of the college".
"Ten years ago," Kopp reiterated,"perhaps Colby would not
have been inlcuded on that list.
We are pleased with our progress."

FO R ANY OCCASION

872-8748
JOSEPH'S BAKE -A -DELI
45 MAIN ST. WATERV ILLE
CARE PACKAGES CHOCOLATE COOKIES AND MORE -

Friday, October 28, 2-8 p.m.
Saturday, October 29, 10-4 p.m.
57 Park Plaza Hotel
,
200 Stuart Street
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FOR lyTURE MBAs
...at the MBA Forums where you can
Meet representatives from 85 of the country's leading graduate
management schools. Receive the free booklets The MBA
and Youand Financial Aid Factsfor Future MBAs. Purchase
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, The Official Guide to
MBA Programs , and The Off icial Softwarefor GMAT Review.
Participate in three different workshops:
The MBA and You and MBA'Careers (concurrent)
Frid ay, 3 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6 p.m.
Saturday, 11 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
Doctoral Programs
Friday, 4:30 p.m.; Saturday, 12:30 p.m.
Call (800) 537-7982 for workshop descriptions.
Register for the MBA Forums and workshops at the door.
The charge is $5 daily.
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The soccer team is still floundering under .500. They lost to Clark
last Saturday 2-1 in overtime. Chris Hint scored Colby's goal.
Their record now stands at 2-6. They play Maine Maritime Wednesday and travel to Connecticut College this Saturday.

Men's Cross Country
The men's varsity also remained at home last weekend. The
weather was terrible, but coach Jim Wescott and his young J.V.
team tolerated rain and snow to compete in the 21st annual
CodfishBowl. Although his top runners were resting, Wescott's
squad ran well. Out of a field of 120, Tom Powers finished 39th,
Co-captain Toby Yos 55th, Greg Rideout 62nd, Adam Belanger
72nd, and Galen Nelson in 92nd place. Next Week is the biggest
meet of the season so far: the NESCAC championships in Clinton,
New York.

Football

Some significant facts and quotes from Colby's 34-33 win over
Tufts last Saturday:
For the third straight game, Colby scored a touchdown on their
first possession (Junior quarterback Chris White ran in on a 1yard
keeper. He added the game winner on a 4 yard run). However,for
the first time this year, they were able to score in the 2nd half.
For the first time this season, the Mules did not turn the ball over.
And despite Tufts'440 rushing yards (18short of the record set by
UMO in 1963), the Mules were able to keep their defense off the
field and dominate the time of possession, keeping the ball for
almost 22 of the 30 minutes in the 2nd half.
continued on page 10
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10% of all your pizza sales will
go to support your team.
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Last Saturday the women'sJ.V. cross-country team participated
in the Codfish Bowl at Franklin Field in Boston. The Varsity
remained on campus to rest up for the upcoming NESCAC
championships to be held this weekend at Hamilton College. The
J.V. team finished 5th in a field of 11. Colleen Halleck was the top
runner, placing 19th out of a field of 70. Debbie Aitken has her
Varsity squad training hard for Saturday's meet.
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Final I-Play Football Standings
PLAYOFFS:
TEAM
W-L-T PF
PA
ALFERS
7-1-1 216
58
^
'
SIGNIFY NOTHING 7-1-1 206
95
TUESDAY WILD CARD RESULTS
BATMEN
6-2
173
83
BATMEN 34 DANA KNIGHTS 0
W P MOOSE
6-3
149
123
ALL-MADDENS 26 WP MOOSE 21
ALL-MADDENS
5-4
141
133
WEDNESDAY SEMIFINALS:
DANA KNIGHTS
5-4
. 129
132
LORDS
4-5
142
112
SIGNIFY NOTHING VS. BATMEN
HAIL MARY
2-6
64
134
ALFERS VS. ALL-MADDENS
BLUE ANGELS
1-8
69
209
'
BAD KARMA
0-9
24
200
HNALS ON THURSDAY AT 4:00
PLEASE NOTE: TWO WEEKS AGO A QUOTE ABOUT I-PLAY FOOTBALL WAS
INCORRECTLY ATTRIBUTED TO JUNIOR DAVE CARNEY. THE STATEMENT WAS NOT
MADE BY CARNEY AND SENIOR BRIAN MURPHY CLAIMED CREDIT FOR IT.
According to Director of Intramurals, Roy Dow, last Saturday morning's I-PLAY road race and
bike race, "went very well. The numbers were up over last year."
The number of people competing was 16 in the 3 mile road race with juniors Rich Cook and Ken
Barber the top male finishers and senior Rose Czuchra the top female finisher. The 29.2 mile
bike race saw 8 entries but only 5 finishers, with Bruce Freck of the .math department leading
the way. He was followed by freshmen Peter Carney and Peter Hayden, coach Rob Pfeiffer , and
'
senior Brad Schlang.
Dow would "like to thank every body who participated in the miserable conditions" and said
he is looking forward to the triathalon and mountain bike race.
Ultimate frisbee and box lacrosse leagues are under organization and should be running soon
after mid-semester break.

Woods m e n
The Colby Woodsmen Team
traveled to Unity College last
weekend for a meet and a
number of Colby performers
were outstanding. Mostnotable
were the sweeps in tobacco
spitting and in orienteering.
In the women'sdivision of the
tobacco spitting competition,
Jana Christopher and . Dover
York took lstand 2nd with spits
of 17.66' and 15.83' respectively.
The tobacco was Red Man and
participants were allowed two

Candidates
continued from page 9

an intelligent, behind the
scenes,advisor is nothing new:
Baker handled Reagan's 84
campaign. However, up until
now, the candidates possessed
enou gh substance that the
handlers remained in the background. Wh y was it necessary,
for John Sasso to come aboard
the Dukakis campaign and tell
Dukakis that Bush's attacks
were causing a great deal of
damage, and that he should
begin to speak stronger as well?
Dukakis should know these
things. Campaigning for President is an exhaustive task, but
no more than being President
in a time of crisis, and if the
advisors run the candidate
now, will they continue to run
him in the White House?
The next four weeks will tell
the story. Bush and Dukakis
have to start taking the high
road. Let Bentsen and Quayle
fi ght it out if they have to, but
lets start hearing specific points
and programs from the two
candidates on why their ideas
shou ld put t hem in the Wh i te
House.

juice spits each.
In the men's orienteering,
Andy Kunkemeuller and Tris
Hussey, came out of the woods
in 1st and 2nd respectively.

Crew

After a windy Textile River
Regatta in Lowell, Ma. on October 3, the crew team rowed
extremely well at the Head of
the Connecticut- a warmup for
the Head of the Charles. Racing
against the likes of Harvard,
Cornell , Yale,and Dartmouth,

The eig ht brave souls who partici pated in last Saturd ay
mornings I-Play bike race got off to a f ly ing start.
p hoto by Kim King

the Men's Heavywei ght crew
rowed an impressive 20:28 for
the 3.5 mile course. The other
boats also rowed well. This
week the team is submitting a
letter to the board of trustees
requesting varsity status. Copies may be obtained from Forsyth Kineon at Mary Low 252.
COME TO THE HEAD OF
THE CHARLES OCTOBER
23RD AND SHOW YOUR
SUPPORT FOR COLBY
CREW.
con tinued on page 13
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Reilly 's Ramblings
(literally in!974). However,he
refused to let these frustrations
in any way effect the class and
I heard last week that some determination that made him
people on theColby faculty are great.
tryingto getCarl Yastremski as
Yaz not only teaches people
one of the honorary degree about hard work, paying off
recipients at graduations this and how to carry themselves
May. The timing of this honor through disappointments, yet
would be appropriate as this he stands as a model for all
year Yastremski will be in- people who think sports is the
ducted into the baseball Hall of ticket to where they want to go.
Fame.More symbolic is the fact True - sports was Yaz's ticket.
that the majority of graduates He made hislivingfrom sports,
thisyear wereborn in the "Year however,he realized that there
of the Yaz" (1967) when Yas- waslife after sports.Thaf swhy
tremski won the tri ple crown Yaz went after sports with a
and led the Boston Red Sox to great desire, l?ut at the same
the American League pennant. time realized the importance of
However, it is not the timing an education. After he joined
that makes Yastremski a most the Red Sox inl 961he went and
worthy recipient of this award, got his degreefrom Menimack
but it is what he represents to College. He refused to bea onemany people in America.
dimensional person.
Yaz has the perfect work ethic
Today, while many ex-aththat we all strive to obtain. He letes (some of a lesser caliber
was not blessed with outstand- than Yaz) spend their lives reing talent. However, he was living the glory days, or workable to take the modest talent, ing as a nice publicity grabber
mix it with tons of hard work for some company, Yaz uses
and become an exceptional his education. He is a Vice
professional baseball player.
President of a company in
More importantly than his Cincinnati. He always knew
baseball talents though, is the that the education would be
man that Yastremski is. He is a put to use, and that would be
class person,,a role model in a very important.
It is not for Yastremski that 1
day when sports seem to be
lackingsuch people. In theearly write this article,it is for Colby.
1970's when the people in Fen- Colby must not let this opporway booed him so badly that tunity slip by. They have a
he had to wear cotton in his chance to show the world that
ears, Yaz did not turn on his they respect great athleticism,
fans, as his predecessor in left but not at the cost of an educafield did by spitting on them. tion, hard work, and most
Instead, he went out and did importantlyaclassperson who
his job day in and day out ., no can handle disappointments in
matter what the circumstances. his profession with determinaYaz also treated disappoint- tion . For it really is the person
ment with class. This was never that matters, not his accomas clear as in!978, when with p lishments, and if Carl
the tying run on third in a play- Yastremski's personalityis not
off game against the New York the type that the hierarchy of
Yankees,yazpopped upa Rich Colby College can accept an d
Gossage fastball to Craig respect, then I really wonder
Nettles to end the Sox season. whose is?
Yaz did not hide from the reI must confess t ha t I write
port ers, or offer any excuses. this more than for Colby,I do it
Instead,he praised Gossageand for myself. If Yaz was at my
the Yankee team for an out- gradu a ti on, I could tell my
standing effortand a great year. children this. They would ask
He also said that he looked if I meant the left fielder for the
f orward t o next year, deter- Boston Red Sox? I would remined to make it even better spon d, Tno, the man whom
than 1978. This came from a Boston and New England was
man who had seen many pos- lucky enough to get to know
sible championships slip away for 23 years."
by Mark Reilly
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Wate rville

by Lawrence Rocca
Two teams with black shoes
playing on real grass in the falling snow. As senior co-captain
Andy Ayers said, "John Madden would have loved it." Any
football purist would have
loved Colby's 34-33 victory
over Tufts last Saturday at
Seaverns field. The final score
was only part of the importance of last Saturday's game.
A new Colby football tradition,
besides winning; may have
found tenure. The tradition is
the symbol of winning for many
football teams. This tradition is
black shoes.
This season,the White Mules
are clad in their usual blue and
gray uniforms, but the unanimous ebony footwear is a new
addition. Why? Because tradition is an important thing.
Andy Ayers, "like many of
Colby's players, came from a
strong tradition of winning in
High School. He attended
Georgetown Prep in Rockville,
MD, the oldest Jesuit High
School in the United States,
founded in 1789. The head
coach at Prep has been there for
27 years and has never had a
losing season. Ayers'father and
all his brothers attended Prep.
Prep wears black shoes.
Coming from such a strong
sense of tradition, it is not hard
to understand why Ayers suggested that the team wear the
shoes this year. Pointing out
that Penn State, Michigan, and
Notre Dame, with Lou Holtz,
all wear black shoes did not
hurt in convincing the team to
go for it.

The While Mules are wearing black boots this year in hopes
that a winning tradition might start.
Head coach Tom Austin likes
the idea because he says "it
bonds the players together."
Co-captain, senior guard Dan
Valeri agrees, adding that it is
good to "have everyone be the
same." That sameness applies
notonlytoappearance,butalso
to the general attitude of the
team.
It has been acknowledged by
most thatattitude is usually the
determining factor m the outcome of an athletic contest. The
team that is comprised of the
most players who believe in
theirownabilitiesand theabilities of their teammates is almost always the team that wins.
In the first two games this
season, an d in season's of the
past,Colby football teams have
lacked that self confidence
which also can belabeled as the
"killer instinct." Many times,

Pho to by^ Lawrence Rocca
Colby was in a position to win
but the players lacked confidence and so they failed. When
the team failed, the fans did
too.
Last Saturday,the WhiteMules
succeeded, coming from behind in dramatic fashion and
closing the game with a great
goal line defensive play.
Last week also marked the reemergence of the Colby fans.
Even in 28° weather, some of
the f ansbared their chests while
Colby marched in with the
winning score.
If the good attitude and the
"killer instinct" that the team
had 1 last week remains, and
there is no reason for it to disappear, there will be a lot more
fans than 972 and those fans
will be able to bet on seeing a
lot more wi ns and a lot more
black shoes in the future .

Athletes Of The Week

The Colby Football Team
In last Saturday's 34-33 win
over Tu ft s, the Colby White
Mules displayed such tremendous poise and execut ion th a t
the entire team has been named
athleteof the week. The offense

played the second half of the
game as i f on a mi ssion f rom
God and had little trouble rolling over the Jumbos' defense.
The Colby defense, which
created two big turnovers, did
have someproblemswithTufts'
strong wishbone attack, but

was able to stop them at the
most important part of the
game to seal the win: Tufts' t wo
point con version attempt.
The team made the plays that
had to be made to put them in
the win column for the first
time in two years.

5-2 in tho second set, Margare t
alt ered her play sligh tly t o lose
t he next t wo games to a very
t ough opponen t, but regained
her rhythm and concentra tion
an d won t h e last game easily.
She also teamed wit h senior
co-captain Laura Thorton to

win at #2 doubles, 6-0, 6-3, to
make that team the only undefea ted doubles team in thesta te.
Margaret 's strengths as a
player .are determination ,
mental toughness and her consistency. She's a well deserv ing
athlete.

Margaret McCrudden
I

| On Saturday M a rgare t
| McCrudden defeated the State
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The Little Red Barn

Black Shoes May Bring
Winning Record

Singles Champion from Bowdoin in -straigh t sets, 6-2,6-4, to
remain the only undefeated #1
singles player in Maine. Ahead

Sport s Guru Focuses Team "You Have To Believe You Can Win "
by Billy Goodman

J unior J en Hol sten was instrumental in the Lady Mules
2-1 upset over Amherst last Saturday at Loebs Field .
p hoto by Dana Stinson

bports Shorts

It used to be that the only two
constants at Colby College were
the burning of the blue light
and def eat ior the White Mule
football squad on Saturday
afternoons. It is good to know
that only one constant remains
on the Hill.
Last Saturday afternoon, the
Colby Mules defeated Tufts 3433. Friday afternoon there was
another first for the team. That
day the team had the opportunity to listen to sports psychologist Dr. Allen Goldberg, director of Competitive Advantage,
a sports psychology practice.
(Goldberg also met with the
women's soccer team,and they
upset Amherst 2-1 last Saturday.)
Dr. Goldberg has worked with
over 200 teams in the Northeast and has analyzed all levels
of athletes from thehigh school
ranks to the professional level.
His aim is not to zero in on
individual members,but rather
to show the team that they
consist of individual components. Each component having
to perform a task perfectly if
there is to be success. When
any piece does not commit totally, there is a letdown .
Dr .Goldberg began his talk by
outlining the four things he has
developed for athletes to think

about-(l) Focus on what you
have to do (2) Keep the intensity every play of the game, (3)
Act like a winner, even when
you are losing (4) Be totally
positive. By following these
four points he says, 'The only
thing that can stop you is your
mind. For what you think can
empower you or destroy you,
and if you believe in something
then you wiT f action."
He told stories about other
athletes who had failed because
they placed mental obstacles in
their minds that hindered their
performance. In each story he
told of people who had all the
athletic ability in the world yet
were worried about something
that had previously happened
to them and subsequently was
causing them to be unable to
comethrough in "crunch time."
He told the team "If you can't
handle the pressure of winning
you cannot free up the ability
inside."
After speaking to the team he
took them through several
workshop activities where the
intent was to get each member
feeling positive and to begin to
believe that Saturday'swin was
alread y a reality. He had each
player write down ona scrapof
paper what they felt they must
do to assure the team a win,
then he told them he wanted
that piece of paper with them
for the next 24 hours. After the

game seniors offensive guard
Paul Deutsch and defensive
nose guard Guy Prescott revealed that they both had kept
the paper with them the entire
game. Although the paper did
notprovide somemagical spark
for either of them, they claimed
that it did help them to refocus,
regain their concentration and
carry out their assignment. .
To win in any team sport there
obviously needs to be a great
deal of repetition, practice and
consistency in order that each
player may know his assignment and be able to carry it out
as second nature. In the case of
the Colby football squad, routines were known,assignments
were known, but something
had become stagnant, something was missing— that one
break that would push this talented group over the edge into
"victory valley", a place they
knew they should be.
Dr. Goldberg brought change
with him, fresh ideas, a new
way to focus. To what extent
his presence was felt is a personal thing which a generalization would not do justice to. Let
us just say he was a welcome
change.
Now it is time again for the
Mules to focus, put on their
game faces and dominate the
Wesleyan Cardinals. Havefaith
that the good-doctor's words
will not be lost on the Mules.

by John Mullen

Women 's Soccer
The Lady Mules split their two games last week, uppmg their
record to 6-3. They dropped a 2-1 decision at Bowdoin, before
upsetting Amherst 2-1 at home last Saturday. •
Sop homore C ha rlot t e Reece score d t he goa l in th e Bowdoin loss
and the game winner against Amherst.Junior Jen Holsten had the
first goal in the Amherst game, scoring of f an Amh ers t de f en der
< .¦
who tried to pass to her own goal keeper.
The Mules host Bates today, Thursday, at 3:30, bef ore t a king on
Clark on Saturday.

Women 's Field Hockey
Despite terrible weather and a rival homecoming crowd, the
Colby field hockey team thrashed Gordon College 3-0. Adria
Lowell , Li z Frado ,, and Andrea Solprrilta each scored. Colby
outshot Gordon 28-1. Judy Brown w^i^med the player of th e
game for her strong transition game; Filling in for an injured
s t arter , Abbie Cook also played _xc^il0nal) y well.
continued on page 14

Soph omore Safety Chris Brown wrapped up a nu mber of Tufts ru nners as well as
one big fumble to hel p keep the Mules alive.p hot o by 'Rohm Glaser

